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Features
Weight: 557.00 g.
Dishwasher proof No

Brand: Contigo
Minimum quantity: 10 Unit(s)
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: 740 ml
Height: 29.00 cm.
Diameter: 8.50

Whether you're on your way to work or on a day trip, a mug or
bottle is always useful. An excellent time to reinforce your
brand exposure with a printed thermal article. Thermos flasks
and mugs are products that last a long time. Recipients take
them with them to work, in the car or even on holidays. Take
full advantage by printing your logo and company name on
the Contigo® Thermal Bottle 740 ml thermo bottle.  This
thermal bottle has a spout that can be rotated 360°. The
material is completely odorless. This thermal article is from
Contigo®, the specialist for quality, design and technology in
drinking vessels. Looking for a sturdy thermos mug or flask
with an exclusive look and feel? products as the Contigo®
Thermal Bottle 740 ml thermo bottle made of stainless
steel are the perfect choice. With a weight of 557 grams, you
have a solid product in your hands. Don't feel like constantly
getting up to refill your glass? This product has a generous
capacity of 740 ml. Do you want to be sure your mug or flask
doesn't leak into your car or bag? Then we have the solution
because this one is 100% leakproof! A thermos is just the thing
for when you're on the go! The stylish look makes it a
functional, beautiful product to give away.
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Do you have a specific question or do you want more information about this
item, please call 0800 43 46 98 9
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